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a b s t r a c t

The ALCYONE multidimensional fuel performance code codeveloped by the CEA, EDF, and AREVA NP
within the PLEIADES software environment models the behavior of fuel rods during irradiation in
commercial pressurized water reactors (PWRs), power ramps in experimental reactors, or accidental
conditions such as loss of coolant accidents or reactivity-initiated accidents (RIAs). As regards the latter
case of transient in particular, ALCYONE is intended to predictively simulate the response of a fuel rod by
taking account of mechanisms in a way that models the physics as closely as possible, encompassing all
possible stages of the transient as well as various fuel/cladding material types and irradiation conditions
of interest. On the way to complying with these objectives, ALCYONE development and validation shall
include tests on PWR-UO2 fuel rods with advanced claddings such as M5® under “low pressureelow
temperature” or “high pressureehigh temperature” water coolant conditions.

This article first presents ALCYONE V1.4 RIA-related features and modeling. It especially focuses on
recent developments dedicated on the one hand to nonsteady water heat and mass transport and on the
other hand to the modeling of grain boundary cracking-induced fission gas release and swelling. This
article then compares some simulations of RIA transients performed on UO2-M5® fuel rods in flowing
sodium or stagnant water coolant conditions to the relevant experimental results gained from tests
performed in either the French CABRI or the Japanese NSRR nuclear transient reactor facilities. It shows
in particular to what extent ALCYONEdstarting from base irradiation conditions it itself computesdis
currently able to handle both the first stage of the transient, namely the pellet-cladding mechanical
interaction phase, and the second stage of the transient, should a boiling crisis occur.

Areas of improvement are finally discussed with a view to simulating and analyzing further tests to be
performed under prototypical PWR conditions within the CABRI International Program.

M5® is a trademark or a registered trademark of AREVA NP in the USA or other countries.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

ALCYONE is a multidimensional finite element-based nuclear
fuel performance code codeveloped within the PLEIADES soft-
ware environment by the CEA, EDF, and AREVA NP. Dedicated to
analysis of pressurized water reactor (PWR) fuel rod behavior, it
solves fully-coupled equations of thermomechanics and chemical

physics under irradiation for three different schemes: a 1.5D
scheme to model the complete fuel rod, a 3D scheme to model the
behavior of a pellet fragment with the overlying cladding, and a
2D(r,q) scheme to model the mid-pellet plane of a pellet fragment
[1].

ALCYONE is capable of steady state and transient fuel perfor-
mance modeling [2]. The simulation of reactivity-initiated accident
(RIA) experiments falls in particular within its scope and has seen
increasing interest and resources in recent years [2,3]. As regards
this case of transient, ALCYONE is intended to predictively simulate* Corresponding author.
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the response of a fuel rod by taking account of mechanisms in away
that models the physics as closely as possible, encompassing all
possible stages of the transient (for details on this aspect and more
globally, the reader is referred to the comprehensive NEA state-of-
the-art report [4]) as well as various fuel/cladding material types
and irradiation conditions of interest. On the way to complying
with these objectives, ALCYONE development and validation shall
include PWR-UO2 fuel rods with advanced claddings such as M5®
under “low pressureelow temperature” or “high pressureehigh
temperature” water coolant conditions.

M5® (Zr-1.0%Nb) pertains to zirconium alloys developed with a
view to improved resistance to water corrosion and hydriding
required in the framework of high-duty reactor operation [5]. The
objective of the CABRI REPNa-11 and CIP0-2 as well as the NSRR
RH-1 and RH-2 integral tests was in particular to characterize the
behavior of high burnup UO2-M5® fuel rods under RIA conditions.
With these CABRI tests performed in the former sodium-loop fa-
cility, only the first stage of the transient, namely the pellet-clad-
ding mechanical interaction phase (PCMI), can be grasped. NSRR
tests with water coolant conditions will be taken as a basis for
addressing the second stage of the transient, should a boiling crisis
occur.

Main M5® rodlet features, test characteristics, such as pulse
power, coolant, initial temperature and pressure, and test results
are shown in Table 1.

In this article, ALCYONE V1.4 RIA-related features and UO2-
M5®eoriented specific modeling are presented first. Selected re-
sults of based-on simulations related to the CABRI REPNa-11 and
CIP0-2 as well as the NSRR RH-1 and RH-2 integral tests are then
shown and compared to relevant available experimental results
with a view to the validation of this modeling. Interestingly, this set
of four tests allows to study the differences related to the coolant
type, its initial temperature, and the pulse width.

2. ALCYONE V1.4 RIA-related features

2.1. Main modeling assumptions and capabilities

As regards material behavior modeling and laws, ALCYONE code
modeling incorporates in particular fuel pellet creep and cracking
(along with dish filling) and, as regards the cladding, gives the
possibility to account for, alternatively or in combination when
relevant:

� some temperature and flux-dependent yield stress models such
as the one available for irradiated Zy4 [10] derived from the
PROMETRA program [11e13] dedicated to the study of zirco-
nium alloys under RIA loading conditions,

� some high temperature creep models such as the one derived
from the database of EDGAR tests [14] for M5® under loss of
coolant accident conditions, which contribution is activated
beyond a limit temperature.

Most models in the ALCYONE code are implemented using the
open source MFront code generator, developed by the CEA in the
framework of the mechanical behavior and material knowledge
management strategy of the PLEIADES platform [15]. MFront pro-
vides a set of domain-specific languages handling material prop-
erties, mechanical behaviors, and simple material models.

The ALCYONE fission gas model CARACAS [16] deals with fission
gas creation and evolution at the grain scale. ALCYONE pulse-
irradiation simulations clearly take advantage of starting from the
base irradiation conditions that this code itself computes. With no
need for any user-dependent specific initialization of the variables

before pulse-irradiation simulationsdwhatever the scheme used
(1.5D, 2D, or 3D)d, precise and relevant knowledge of the initial
fuel rod state and spatial distributiondintergranular or intra-
granular, in bubbles or dissolveddof fission gases is automatically
ensured. Nevertheless, being not relevant for RIA conditions yet,
the fission gas model calculates a negligible fission gas release
(FGR), contrary to experimental evidence.

ALCYONE pulse-irradiation simulation capability is based on:

� the solving of the thermal heat balance equation for the pellet-
gap cladding system in nonsteady state conditions,

� the solving of the thermal and mass balance equations for so-
dium coolant in nonsteady state conditions,

� the same for water coolant,
� the incorporation of a material law describing the nonlinear
mechanical behavior of irradiated M5® submitted to RIA
loading conditions,

� the addition, to fuel pellet creep and cracking modeling, of grain
boundary cracking modeling, and

� the use of a specific hypothesis as regards the release of fission
gases of the high burnup structure (HBS) zone.

The first two points have been detailed elsewhere [1]. The last
four points are discussed hereafter.

2.2. Recent developments

2.2.1. Nonsteady water heat and mass transport
Solving the heat and mass balance equations requires the esti-

mation of the linear heat rate received by the water coolant from
the fuel rod, based on the heat exchange between the cladding
outer surface and the water, which involves the clad-to-water
coolant heat transfer coefficient (HTC) in particular. The HTC is
either given together with the coolant bulk temperature or calcu-
lated using ALCYONE's built-in thermal hydraulics models [17].

The HTC calculation is based on the water physical properties
issued from the CATHARE thermal hydraulics system code [18]
developed by the CEA and clad-to-coolant heat flux derived from
correlations for different regions of the boiling curve (i.e. heat flux
versus clad temperature) as proposed and described in a study by
Bessiron [19] and Bessiron et al. [20] for PWR (150 bar, 280�C, 4 m/
s) and NSRR (1 bar, room temperature, stagnant liquid water)
conditions, respectively. The influence thereon of the high heating
rate involved in RIA is taken into account; this high heating rate
renders the heat flux somewhat different from the one in steady-
state cases by impacting how boiling can develop and evolve
along the clad (as shown in Fig. 1A). The transient boiling curve
based on PWR correlations is illustrated in Fig. 1B.

The correlations for stagnant liquid water conditions were
derived by Bessiron from inverse analyses of NSRR tests with the
SCANAIR code [20]. The transient boiling curve includes four
different regimes:

� heat conduction in stagnant liquid water up to the critical
temperature (Tsatþ20 K),

� vaporization of a 30 mm thick layer of water at constant tem-
perature (Tsatþ20 K). This semiempirical model was introduced
to account for the impact of the energy deposition rate on the
critical heat flux,

� transition and film boiling regime are simulated with a HTC that
decreases exponentially with the clad temperature up to
Tsatþ450 K and then asymptotically tends toward film boiling
HTC estimated by Sakurai,
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� the rewetting phase is activated when the temperature of the
minimum heat flux is reached (Tsatþ450 K). The heat flux is
calculated according to the same three previous correlations.

In practice, the heat flux derived from the different correlations
is prescribed in the thermal calculation. An explicit time integration
scheme is used with a strong constraint on the time step, in
particular when the critical heat flux is reached.

These developments have been tested successfully during the
recent NEA RIA benchmark Phase II [22].

2.2.2. Suitable constitutive law for M5®
Loading conditions during an RIA are quite peculiar, especially in

terms of clad temperature and strain rates. A suitable constitutive
law developed for M5® (see formulation in [23]), supplementing
the one already available for irradiated Zy4 [10] and applicable to
fast transient conditions and high temperatures representative of
RIA spectrum, has been incorporated in ALCYONE. More precisely,
this constitutive law aims at describing the anisotropic mechanical
behavior of the irradiated M5® (fluence from 23.1024 n. m�2 to
150.1024 n. m�2, i.e. 1 to 6 annual cycles) within large temperature
(from 280�C to 820�C) and strain rate ranges (from 3.10�6 s�1 to 5
s�1). It basically consists of a unified viscoplastic formulation (only
one type of inelastic deformation) with no stress threshold be-
tween the elastic and viscoplastic regimes. The texture-induced
plastic anisotropy of M5® is described by Hill's quadratic criterion

s ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s : M : s

q
(1)

where the equivalent stress s is linked with the stress tensor s via
Hill's tensor M.

The model links the equivalent viscoplastic strain rate _εvp with s

and the viscoplastic cumulated strain p, as follows:

_εvp ¼
�

s

KðT ;fÞ$pnðT ;fÞ
�� 1

mðT ;fÞ

�
(2)

where m is a parameter describing the strain rate sensitivity, K is
the strength coefficient (independent of p), n is the strain hardening
exponent, and T and f denote the temperature and the fluence,
respectively.

Hill's coefficients were identified on the basis of test results
available for recrystallized Zy4. The m, K, and n parameters were
adjusted considering a database of around 40 laboratory test results
(hoop tensile tests mainly, a few axial tensile tests and closed-end
internal pressurization tests), mainly obtained from the PROME-
TRA program [11e13]. The model is able to precisely account for the
impact of temperature, strain rate and irradiation damage on the
ultimate stress, on the strain hardening exponent (up to uniform
elongation) and on the plastic anisotropy of the material. It is
suitable for simulations of unfailed UO2-M5® rods.

The assumed isotropic elastic deformation is described by
Hooke's law, assuming a temperature-dependent Young's modulus.

2.2.3. Suitable constitutive law for UO2 fuel
The model proposed by Salvo et al. [24,25] to describe the

behavior of uranium dioxide within a range of temperatures
(1100e1700�C) and strain rates (10�4e10�1/s) representative of RIA
loading conditions was implemented in the ALCYONE code. This
model consists of a hyperbolic sine model for the creep strain rate
with a clear dependence on porosity, completed by a
DruckerePrager yield criterion with associated plastic flow to ac-
count for the porosity increase induced by grain boundary cracking.
The yield criterion is a temperature-dependent function identified
from the compression tests performed at high strain rates and high
temperatures that showed significant development of grain
boundary cracking. In this case, the samples' porosity and diameter
were found to increase significantly, showing that grain boundary
cracking proceeds with pore volume increase. The latter is
described in the model by the so-called “plastic” porosity.

The creep and grain boundary cracking models are completed
by a smeared crackmodel to describe pellet cracking under tension.
The resulting constitutive law is particularly relevant for RIA
loading conditions in which biaxial compression and tensile stress
states are commonly encountered.

2.3. Ongoing improvement related to grain boundary cracking and
FGR

As stated earlier, the fission gas model used in ALCYONE
(CARACAS, [16]) is so far not able to reproduce the FGR under RIA
conditions. As this phenomenon has been evidenced as able,
especially for high burnup fuels, to contribute to clad strain during
RIAs [26,27], in particular through rod internal pressure increase
potentially leading to clad ballooning, ALCYONE-related improve-
ment is underway. This improvement aims at relating the FGR to
grain boundary cracking and thus to the local mechanical damage
of the oxide fuel generated by excessive compressive stresses.

This coupling is based on the following assumptions:

� Grain boundary cracking in the calculation is associated with the
DruckerePrager yield criterionmentioned in Section 2.2.3.When
the associated plastic porosity exceeds a given threshold, the
grain boundary is considered open. This information is then used
by the fission gas model CARACAS to release instantaneously all

Table 1
Characteristics and results of integral tests with M5® rods [6e9].

Test ID. REPNa-11 CIP0-2 RH-1 RH-2

Performed in CABRI reactor
equipped with
former sodium-loop

NSRR reactor
equipped with
RT or HT capsules

Mother rod:
Cladding alloy M5® M5® M5® M5®
Pellet UO2 UO2 UO2 UO2
235U enrichment, wt% 4.5 4.5 3.7 3.7
Burnup, GWd/tM 59 71 67 67
Number of cycles 5 6 5 5
Corrosion thickness, mm 15e20 20 (mean) 6 6
Hydrogen content, ppm 65/70 70/92 70 70
RIA test on rodlet:
Initial coolant conditions Flowing Na Flowing Na Stagnant

H2O
Stagnant
H2O

280�C 280�C 16�C 278�C
0.3 MPa 0.3 MPa 0.1 MPa 6.4 MPa

Local burnup, GWd/tM 63.5 74.5 69.1 69.1
Pellet stack length, mm 563 559.5 117 50
Rod filling gas pressure, bar 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1
Pulse width, ms 30.8 28.2 4.4 4.5
Peak fuel enthalpy, cal/g 92a 82a 110b 107b

Departure from nucleate
boiling detection

No No Yesc Yes

Film boiling duration e e 60 ms 2.2 s
Failure diagnosis No No No No
Maximum clad residual

hoop strain, %
0.4 0.3 0.96 1.06

Fission gas release, % 6.8 Not
available

21.4 26

HT, high temperature; RIA, reactivity-initiated accident; RT, room temperature.
a SCANAIR code calculation.
b RANNS code calculation.
c But no stable film boiling [7].
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the intergranular gas (i.e. at the grain boundaries) contained in
the fuel pellet rings in which the criterion is met.

� In case of high burnup fuel inwhich an HBS (characterized by an
extremely fine grained structure and an increased quantity of
gases at the grain boundaries) has developed during nominal
irradiation in the peripheral regions of the pellet, a temperature
threshold is added to the mechanical criterion to make it
consistent with annealing tests, which showed FGR from the
HBS at temperatures as low as 900 K [28]. In cases in which the
temperature threshold is reached, all the fission gas content of
the HBS (intergranular and intragranular gas) is released
instantaneously. The gas contained in the grains (i.e. intra-
granular) of the HBS is assumed to be released instantaneously
because the grain size is too small for diffusion to be rate-
limiting.

� The plastic porosity, which models the dilatancy induced by
grain boundary cracking, is added to the strains in the ther-
momechanical computation scheme of ALCYONE and contrib-
utes therefore to the clad loading.

As stated in [25], the parameters of the grain boundary cracking
model have so far been identified from very few tests, and the
values cannot be considered as definite. Nevertheless, the proposed
coupling approach takes advantage of its simplicity; model is based
on only three parameters with sound physical meaning: a grain
boundary opening criterion that triggers intergranular FGR and can
be deduced from Vickers indentation tests, a temperature criterion
for the release of all the gas inventory from the HBS, which comes
from annealing test results, and a dilatancy associated with grain
boundary cracking, which can be identified from porosity
measurements.

The application of this approach to the UO2-M5® tests consid-
ered so far in this article is shown below (cf. Section 3.3). It aims at
illustrating how well the discrepancies in terms of grain boundary
cracking-induced FGR and clad deformation are simulated.

3. ALCYONE V1.4 simulations of the CABRI and NSRR tests of
UO2-M5® fuel rodletsdselected results and discussion

The CABRI REPNa-11 and CIP0-2 tests and the NSRR RH-1 and
RH-2 tests were performed on reconditioned rodlets from full-
length commercial UO2-M5® fuel rods (with very high burnup

fuel in the CIP0-2 test case). The main characteristics of these tests
are shown in Table 1.

A preliminary 1.5D simulation of the respective mother rod base
irradiation before each one of these pulse tests was first performed
with ALCYONE. Then, came the simulation of the pulse tests, still
with ALCYONE, the fuel column of each rodlet being simulated with
10 axial slices of equal height. Unless otherwise stated, the results
presented in the following figures are relative to the slice situated
at the maximum linear heat rate.

Despite having no detailed data or information about the power
history and axial profile of the RH-1 and RH-2 tests, some virtual
cases have been shaped as follows with a view to nonetheless
proceeding to simulations of (pseudo)RH-1 and (pseudo)RH-2
tests:

� the first four cycles of the base irradiation history of the CABRI
CIP0-2 mother rod have been considered consistently with the
67 GWd/t burnup reached in prior RH-1 and RH-2 tests;

� similarities between RH-1/RH-2 tests characteristics have
furthermore been taken advantage of, as well as detailed results
of VA-1/VA-3 tests that were available among the specifications
of the 2013 phase I NEA benchmark [29];

� as the linear power is almost uniform along the pellet stack, and
the coolant is stagnant; the one-slice approximation was finally
adopted in the ALCYONE analysis.

All these assumptions are to be kept in mind during the analysis
of the results.

The selected 1.5D and 2D simulation results presented hereafter
are mainly discussed in view of the variability these four tests
present between one another pertaining to the pulse width (slow
or fast pulse) and the test coolant initial temperature (room tem-
perature or high temperature).

3.1. Coolant and outer clad surface maximum temperature

The instrumentation device of the CABRI and the NSRR tests
included thermocouples placed at several axial and azimuthal lo-
cations; these were used to assess the quality of the heat radial and
axial transfer in the fuel pelletdcladdingdcoolant system. Data of
measured outer clad surface temperature are provided in studies by
Sugiyama [7] and Georgenthum and Sugiyama [21]. As shown in

Fig. 1. Clad-to-water heat transfer. (A) Phenomenology in RIA and steady state conditions respectively (from [21]). (B) Modeling adopted in ALCYONEdPWR case (from [19]).
BST, Bishop-Sandberg-Tong; CHF, critical heat flux; PWR, pressurized water reactor; RIA, reactivity-initiated accident.
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Fig. 2, the coolant (REPNa-11 and CIP0-2, at 3 thermocouple axial
levels) or outer clad surface (RH-1 and RH-2) maximum tempera-
ture and its time of occurrence during the pulse are quite well
reproduced by ALCYONE. The discrepancy in the (pseudo)RH-2 case
is obviously related to the outer clad surface temperature being
badly measured during the film boiling due to a certain thermo-
couple fin effect. In particular, the temperature drop due to heat
conduction along the thermocouple wire in the measurement of
cladding surface maximum temperature has been shown to reach
200e300 K [30,31]. Therefore, the measured clad surface
maximum temperature and its occurrence time would not be
representative of the pulse, explaining the difference of the calcu-
lation versus the measurement, shown in Fig. 2. The ALCYONE re-
sults compare well with the SCANAIR calculated ones (978 K at
0.2 s) [21]. The boiling phase and rewetting are furthermore well-
simulated, with a film boiling duration of 2.3 s, fully consistent with
the measured results (cf. Fig. 3).

3.2. Temperature and stress radial profiles in the fuel pellet

Fig. 4 shows the fuel pellet temperature radial profile evolution
during pulse-irradiation for the four pulse tests considered. Radial
profiles are plotted at the following times: (t1) before the beginning
of the pulse, (t2) during the power rise, (t3) at peak power; (t4)
during the power descent, (t5) at the end of the power descent, (t6)
after the pulse, just before return to cold state, and (t7) last
calculation time step.

Commonly, during the whole short transient power period, the
fuel temperature increases in a quasi-adiabatic way, resulting in an
almost flat radial profile with a maximum localized in an outer ring
close to the pellet periphery, consistent with the plutonium content
radial distribution. The closer to the end of this period, the higher
the mean temperature and the larger the outer ring. The temper-
ature at the fuel pellet centerline typically increases by about
1200 K. Then, heat exchanges between the fuel rod and the coolant
take place, leading to a parabolic temperature profile in the fuel
pellet.

The lower the coolant initial temperature (and the higher the
ALCYONE calculated energy deposition), the higher the maximum
temperature achieved in the pellet and the sharper the tempera-
ture profile near the pellet periphery. As expected, a slower pulse

with a similar energy deposition, as in the case of the ALCYONE
calculations of REPNa-11 versus (pseudo)RH-2, leads to a quasi-
disappearance of the peripheral temperature peak.

Fig. 5 shows the fuel pellet axial and circumferential stress
radial profile evolution during the pulse-irradiation for the four
pulse tests considered. Radial profiles are plotted at the same
abovementioned times as for the temperature profiles. The pulse
powereinduced sharp temperature rise in the outer ring of the
pellet generates thermal stress, which puts it in a markedly
biaxial (along axial and circumferential directions) compressive
stress state, as illustrated in Fig. 5, with maximum stress level in
the �500 MPa to �350 MPa range. While decreasing, the
compressive stress state progressively spreads radially toward the
pellet center.

Some code-to-code comparison between RANNS and ALCYONE
calculation results is illustrated in Fig. 6 for both RH-1 and RH-2
cases on the basis of RANNS results reported by Sugiyama et al
[7]. ALCYONE results are here limited to the fuel pellet.

As regards temperature, ALCYONE results are globally similar to
RANNS ones, even if the RH-1 centerline temperature is somewhat
lower in the ALCYONE calculation. As regards the hydrostatic stress,
discrepancies are not surprising because the RANNS calculation did
not assume pellet crack generation, whereas the ALCYONE calcu-
lation does. Compressive stresses are thus relaxed so that the
minimal hydrostatic stress at the pellet periphery may remain
balanced.

3.3. Zones of grain boundary cracking and FGR

Fig. 7 shows the radial profile evolution with time over the
pulse-irradiation of the plastic porosity (with the threshold
mentioned in Section 2.3, upon which exceedance the grain
boundary is considered open). Fig. 8 shows a synthesis of before/
after pulse-irradiation of calculated gas-related quantities. Last,
Fig. 9 shows the intergranular gas and gas release fraction kinetics
versus the pulse time evolution.

The plastic porosity level in the pellet outer periphery clearly
depends on whether the pulse is slow or fast. The lower the pulse
initial temperature, the more extended the inward radial pro-
gression of the plastic porosity in the pellet and the higher its
maximum level. Globally no grain boundary opening is predicted

Fig. 2. Calculated versus measured value. (A) Maximum sodium (CABRI) or outer clad surface (NSRR) temperature. (B) Occurrence time of this maximum.
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for slow pulses: even if the quite high temperature level inside
the pellet allows the inward radial progression of the plastifica-
tion (and the maximum inward radial progression at the end of
the pulse may be similar between slow and fast pulses in cases of
similar injected energy), the latter remains at a too low level to
trigger any grain boundary cracking. The modeling thus re-
produces the fact that the grain boundary cracking does not solely
depend on the burnup and, consequently, the grain boundary gas

content. The plastic porosity localization does match the experi-
mental area where grain boundary decohesion was detected
through posttest examinations (in fact no decohesion in CIP0-2
and REPNa-11 case; cf. observation results of RH-1 and RH-2
rod circular cross sections reported in study by Sugiyama et al.
[7]).

FGR occurs only in the outermost zone of the pellet (r/r0 > 55%),
during the transient power period and not solely after the pulse

Fig. 3. (Pseudo)RH-2 casedclad outer surface temperature evolution with time. (A) ALCYONE-calculation result. (B) Measurement (from [7]).

Fig. 4. Peak power axial level (PPL) temperature radial profile evolution during pulse-irradiation. (A) Illustration of the plotting times considered. (B) CIP0-2 case. (C) REPNa-11 case.
(D) (pseudo)RH-1* case. (E) (pseudo)RH-2* case. * t1 and t7 time curves coincide.
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peak. It is completed before the end of the pulse itself and is mainly
composed of intergranular gas.

3.4. Further discussion

This discussion of FGR and clad deformation is largely driven by
related considerations raised by Sugiyama et al. and Georgenthum
and Sugiyama [7,21]. Key elements of their analyses are recalled as a
preamble and then discussed in light of the present results

synthesized in Fig. 10. The maximum clad residual hoop strains
plotted here are ALCYONE 2D-calculation results at mid-pellet level
(the reference length is the pretest cladding diameter and not the
as-manufactured one).

3.4.1. Discussion of FGR
Sugiyama statements [7]dTrying to explain the enhanced

release in the RH-2 test versus the RH-1 one, Sugiyama made
several assumptions. Having no consistent explanation related to

Fig. 5. Stress radial profile evolution during pulse-irradiation. (A) Axial stress, CIP0-2 case. (B) Circumferential stress, CIP0-2 case. (C) Axial stress, REPNa-11 case. (D) Circumferential
stress, REPNa-11 case. (E) Axial stress, (pseudo)RH-1 case. (F) Circumferential stress, (pseudo)RH-1 case. (G) Axial stress, (pseudo)RH-2 case. (H) Circumferential stress, (pseudo)RH-
2 case. PPL, peak power axial level.
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the stress state in the pellet outer region, he suggested the higher
gas release fraction in the test RH-2 could be explained by the
weaker compressive stress at the pellet center which, should it be
proved that new linkages of the gas release paths at the pellet
center during the film boiling were created, could allow thermal
expansion of the intergranular and intragranular gas bubbles when
the center temperature was high. A complementary assumption
related to the highly fragmented state of the end pellets, evidenced
by radiographs reported in study by Sugiyama et al. [7], has been
emitted.

With the present approach, not based on any assumption of
the thermal expansion of the gas bubbles, the discrepancy among
pulses is well-reproduced. The FGR of 6.8% measured for REPNa-
11 seems low when compared to the value of 8.3% measured for
REPNa-4 [4]. Both tests indeed show slow pulses with similarly
high burnup ([31 ms j 60 GWd/t] for REPNa-11 case versus [76 ms j
62 GWd/t] for REPNa-4), and the REPNa-4 measured value is quite
consistent with the posttest examinations of the rim structure and
the REPNa-4 value (7.5%) calculated with the proposed approach.
The FGR of 17.5% calculated for (pseudo)RH-2 is quite consistent
with the measured value (15%) for the REPNa-5 pulse test [1]. Both
tests are indeed fast pulses with similar burnup and injected
energy levels ([4.4 ms j 67 GWd/t j ~110 cal/g] for (pseudo)RH-2
case versus [9.5 ms j 64.4 GWd/t j 105 cal/g] for REPNa-5).

Although the coupling parameters still need to be finely fitted
(cf. section 2.3), the underestimation of high FGR is noticeable and
may have two origins. The first one could be the fragmentation
state of end pellets, as suggested by Sugiyama and the ALCYONE-
calculated FGR simply corrected as follows: assuming these end
pellets would have released all their intergranular gas (amounting
to 21%) and the intragranular gas of the around 305 mm-thick rim
zone (amounting to 4.1%) and all other pellets (12 and 2 for
(pseudo)RH-1 and (pseudo)RH-2 respectively) would each
contribute to the ALCYONE-calculated FGR, the ratio of the
average of the total gas release weighted by the number of pellets
would be closer to the ratio between the measured values (19.1/
21.2 versus 21.4/26). The second origin may be sought in the un-
certainty in the base irradiation power level, which could have a
significant effect on the calculated before-pulse initial gas balance
[32].

3.4.2. Discussion of clad residual deformation
Sugiyama and Georgenthum statements [7,21]dIn the RH-2 case,

almost all the permanent hoop strain of the cladding was predicted
to occur by PCMI, i.e. dominated by the fuel solid thermal expan-
sion, the gas-induced cladding deformation being negligible owing
to a too low rod internal pressure level, related to themeasured FGR
(26%).

Fig. 6. RH-1 and RH-2 casesdComparison of radial profile evolution during pulse-irradiation of the temperature and the hydrostatic stress. (A) RANNS results (from [7]). (B) Present
ALCYONE results.
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With the present approach, the calculated values are in quite
good agreement with experimental results, and taking account of
the grain boundary crackingeinduced swelling allows a better
prediction of the maximum residual clad hoop strain. The grain
boundary crackingeinduced swelling may clearly be a relevant
driving force for the clad strain, in addition to the PCMI, due to the
fuel solid thermal expansion. The underestimation (by around 0.3%)
of higher hoop strains is, however, noticeable. As regards (pseudo)
RH-2 specifically, given the computed thermal conditions of the
cladding shown in Fig. 3, taking legitimate account of high tem-
perature creep of the clad material did not help to reduce it. This
problem may have two origins. The first might be here again the
current lack of fine fitting of the coupling parameters. The second
might be the experimental posttest results reported in Sugiyama et
al. [7]: experimental barrel-shaped posttest profiles of the fuel
pellets were obtained when the barrel-shaped effect resulted in a
maximum discrepancy of about absolute 0.4% between residual
hoop strain at mid- and inter-pellet level. Indeed, ALCYONE 1D
modeling deals with the mean-pellet level intermediary between
the mid- and inter-pellet ones.

A 3D multi-pellet scheme-based [17] ALCYONE calculation is
pending; this calculationmay help to analyze the origin of the rather
severe fragmentation of the RH-1 and RH-2 end pellets and to
quantify the induced FGR. This additional release could increase the
rod internal pressure to a level and local conditions that, together
with local hot spots (where the critical heatflux is reached),might be
conducive to higher clad straining and ballooning.

4. Conclusions

In this article, some 1.5D (and 2D) ALCYONE simulations of RIA
transients performed on UO2-M5® fuel rods in flowing sodium or

stagnant water coolant conditions have been compared to the
relevant experimental results obtained from REPNa-11/CIP0-2
and RH-1/RH-2 tests performed in, respectively, the French
CABRI and the Japanese NSRR facilities. The recent and ongoing
developments of ALCYONE for RIA conditions, aimed at handling
both the PCMI first and second stages, should a boiling crisis
occur, of the transient, have first been briefly described, including
the integration of suitable constitutive models for irradiated M5®
and UO2 as well as the coupling between the grain boundary
cracking and FGR and clad deformation. The discussion of the
results presented evidence in particular of the impact of the pulse
width and the initial coolant temperature. With the proposed
approach adopted in the ALCYONE code, which differs from the
RANNS and SCANAIR codes, the discrepancy among the pulses is
well-reproduced in terms of both FGR, with which kinetics can
furthermore be grasped, and clad hoop strain, even if some
further improvement is needed in the latter case. Grain boundary
crackingeinduced swelling may clearly be a relevant driving force
for the clad strain, in addition to PCMI resulting from fuel solid
thermal expansion.

With a view to simulating and analyzing further tests, to be
performed under prototypical PWR conditions within the CABRI
International Program with the ALCYONE code, some further work
and improvement is required first as regards the proposed
modeling of the grain boundary cracking and coupling with FGR
and clad deformation: the parameters need to be refined for UO2
fuel and the approach needs to be adapted to mixed-oxide (MOX)
fuel. Furthermore, the development of gas axial flow modeling has
been undertaken with a view to especially calculating whole PWR
rods and not only reconditioned rodlets. In parallel, uncertainty
analysis capabilities shall be improved and based-on toward a
comprehensive work.

Fig. 7. Plastic porosity radial profile evolution during pulse-irradiation. (A) CIP0-2 case. (B) REPNa-11 case. (C) (pseudo)RH-1 case. (D) (pseudo)RH-2 case. PPL, peak power axial
level.
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Fig. 8. Gas concentration radial profile evolution during pulse-irradiation. (A) CIP0-2 case before pulse. (B) CIP0-2 case after pulse. (C) REPNa-11 case before pulse. (D) REPNa-11
case after pulse. (E) (pseudo)RH-1 case before pulse. (F) (pseudo)RH-1 case after pulse. (G) (pseudo)RH-2 case before pulse. (H) (pseudo)RH-2 case after pulse. PPL, peak power axial
level
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